Conference Workshops

July 20-21  Mathematics of Games & Gambling I
M19101 Mike Hardy—Instructor
Room 113/Deadwood

This course is on topics in mathematics associated with games and gambling. In particular the course will focus on probability, mathematical expectation and betting strategy with respect to the games of Roulette and Craps. The second day of the course features a field trip to Deadwood, South Dakota to apply what the students have learned. *Additional fee for travel expense $75.00 *Must be 21 or older

July 23-24  Handmade Books for Elementary Classroom
ARTZ 29407-1 Donna Faber—Instructor
Room 210

Students will construct simple handmade books suitable for elementary students to make in the classroom. Most supplies will be provided, but feel free to bring extra materials to be shared. *Class size limited to 15 participants *Additional Fee $5.00

Online Course Offerings

All online courses start June 17 and run through July 29. Two lessons are released each week for the six-week duration of the course. Students do not have to be present when the lesson is released, but students must complete each lesson within two weeks of its release. An additional fee of $35 will apply to all online classes. Log on to: http://www.ed2go.com/milescc to register.

CE10044  -Integrating Technology in the K-5 Classroom
CE10046  -Teaching Science Grades 4-6
CE10048  -Differentiated Instruction in the Classroom
CE10049  -Teaching Math Grades 4-6
CE10058  -Guided Reading - Strategies for the Differentiated Classroom
CE10060  -Working Successfully With Learning Disabled Students
CE10061  -Guided Reading & Writing -Strategies for Maximum Student Achievement
CE10063  -Solving Classroom Discipline Problems II
CE10065  -Teaching Students with Autism
CE10067  -Technology in the Elementary Classroom
CE10074  -Intermediate SQL CE10075 -Teaching Smarter with SMART Boards
CE10077  -Introduction to Microsoft Excel 2010
CE10078  -Introduction to Programming
CE10079  -Solving Classroom Discipline Problems
CE10080  -Introduction to Microsoft Word 2010
CE10081  -Introduction to Photoshop CS5
CE10082  -Introduction to InDesign CS5
CE10084  -Differentiated Instruction and Response to Intervention
CE10085  -Creating a Classroom Website
CE10086  -Empowering Students with Disabilities
CE10087  -Intermediate Microsoft Word 2010
CE10089  -Introduction to Microsoft Access 2010
CE10090  -Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 in the Classroom
CE10091  -Microsoft PowerPoint 2010
CE10092  -Teaching Students with ADHD
CE10094  -Integrating Technology in the Classroom
CE10095  -Intermediate Microsoft Excel 2010
CE10096  -Advanced Microsoft Excel 2010
CE 10097  -Introduction to Microsoft Publisher 2010
CE 10098  -Intro to QuickBooks 2013
CE 10099  -Performing Payroll in QuickBooks 2013
CE 10100  -Singapore Math Strategies
CE10101  -Creating the Inclusive Classroom: Strategies for Success
CE10103  -Microsoft Word 2010 in the Classroom
CE10104  -Microsoft Excel 2010 in the Classroom
CE10105  -Response to Intervention – Reading Strategies that Work

Registration Form

Each class is worth 1 credit
Custer County Resident $130.00
Non-Custer County Resident $165.00
Class size is limited—please register early. Classes need minimum of four to run.
*A student must “drop” a class two days prior to the class start date in order to receive refund or not be charged. A “no show” will be charged full price for the class.

Name:_________________________________________ Last    First    Middle

Social Security Number:__________________________

Have you ever attended MCC Before: Y  N

If yes, under same name?__________________________

Sex:  M     F

Date of Birth:__________________________

Ethnic Group: Caucasian  Native Am.  Spanish  Black  Asian

Address:_______________________________________

E-mail Address:________________________________

Employer:_____________________________________

High School Graduated From:______________________

Year Graduated:________________________________

Last College Attended:___________________________

Home Phone Number:____________________________

Work Phone Number:____________________________

Please identify which classes you plan to attend:

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

CONTACT: Jan Hartmann to register at:
800-541-9281, ext. 6222 or email: hartmannj@milescc.edu
Please make check payable to Miles Community College.
Please forward registration and payment to:

Jan Hartmann
Miles Community College
2715 Dickinson Street
Miles City, MT 59301
Conference Workshops
June 9-10  Perspectives on History  Paula DeMars—Instructor  EDU 29455-01  Room 107
This course examines who tells history and why. It provides insight into the purposes of history and telling the stories of our past. Special focus is on how we inform history including examinations of the European discovery of America, the medieval Crusades, teaching Native American history and teaching Native Americans history. Special focus is on the role Native people play in American history and how we teach native students our combined American History. *Class size limited to 15 participants*  *Additonal Fee $5.00*

June 15-16  Title IX, Bullyng, Suicide  Tisha Roberts—Instructor  EDU 29455-01  Room 319
This class covers the basics of Title IX and its implications in both the workforce and school settings. Also included is a segment on bullying and suicide. All materials for this class are included with your registration fee.

June 16-17  Library Literacy  Paula DeMars—Instructor  EDU 29456-01  Library/Yellowstone Room
This course is designed to assist teachers and librarians in understanding operation and opportunities libraries can offer students, what students entering college need to know about libraries and how to instruct students to become effective consumers of information resources. The course includes fundamental library practices and integration of information between libraries and global information resources.

June 17-18  Gifted & Talented: Myths of G&T and How to Identify Them  Lea Moore—Instructor  EDU 29460-01  Room 107
Gifted & Talented: What to do with the G&T in the classroom. Participants will go through the books from OPI and there will be many handouts and folders included with these presentations.

June 17-18  Title X, Part C (Homeless students)  Terry Annalora—Instructor  EDU 29457-01  Room 319
This workshop covers the basics of identifying, securing services for, and education of homeless students. Also covered are the agencies within each community that are the “first responders” that schools’ Homeless Liaison would put homeless students and families in contact with. All materials for this class are included with your registration fee.

June 19-20  The Custer/Sitting Bull Trail  Stan Taylor—Instructor  HST 29403  Room 109
This is an interdisciplinary class with information adaptable to all grade levels. Participants will research the routes take by Lt. Co. George Custer and his troops and by sitting bull and the Sioux and Cheyenne from the confluence of the Tongue River * Yellowstone river to Davis Creek. A study of the Rosebud Battle will also be made. The second day of class will embark on a fieldtrip to inspect the route and the Rosebud Battlefield. Participants will each keep a journal noting the identity of grasses, birds and other wildlife. Keeping a photo journal will enrich documentation.  *Additional fee of $50 for travel expenses & sack lunch.*

Conference Workshops
June 22-23  MT-EPSA Work Session  Terry Annalora—Instructor  EDU 29458-01  Room 319
Schools are encouraged to send a “working” copy of their evaluation tool to Terry Annalora peasa@midrivers.com at least 10 days prior to attending this class. Whether you plan to adopt, adapt, or align your districts’ evaluation tool to the Chapter 55 revisions and MT-EPSA, you can spend a full day at the workshop familiarizing yourself with the process. The second day will be working one-on-one with participants on their district evaluation tool. If you have any questions, please feel free to call Terry at: 1-406-853-8312. All materials for this class are included with your registration.

June 24-25  Authoritative (Not Authoritarian) Adult-Child Leadership  Pete Bruno—Instructor  EDU 29461-01  Room 107
Learn what research has proven again & again is the best relational way for an adult to coach, direct and otherwise lead young people to successful performance. Taken directly from research and one man’s life-time work of applying research in real relationships, this information is usable in the home and classroom in simpler and easy to apply terms. Modules are on video, text and lecture from Active Parenting Publishers curricula and led by trainer of trainers Pete Bruno.

June 29-30  iPads for Educators: Basics, Pages, iMovie & More  Susan Stanton—Instructor  CAPP 29491-01  Room 107
Whether you are a new iPad user or a veteran, this class will help you streamline use of your iPad for instruction and productivity in your classroom. The class will start with a review of basic iPad skills and work through lessons on Pages (Apple’s word processor) and iMovie. Educators in the class will collaborate to discover apps for classroom use and engage in discussions about posting videos to YouTube and other online sites. Prospective participants are encouraged to email instructor, Sue Stanton, at ss Stanton@midrivers.com with any questions about the class.

July 6-7  Google Drive for Creating & Collaborating  Kim Smith—Instructor  CAPP 29492-01  Room 313
Are you curious about how to utilize Google Drive and its suite of apps to enhance your own productivity or that of your students? Perhaps you are somewhat familiar with Google drive and just haven’t had the chance to really explore it possibilities. This course will begin with an introduction to the Google drive platform and build understanding of each of the major components. After mastering the basics, we will discuss and explore the collaboration features of Google Drive so that all participants leave the class equipped with a new tool to enhance productivity in the classroom.

July 8-9  Utilizing YouTube in Education  Kim Smith—Instructor  CAPP 29493-01  Room 313
YouTube is a website that is widely used by teachers at all levels. There are a variety of ways in which Youtube can be utilized to enhance instruction. This class provides a comprehensive look at YouTube, including basic settings and functions, adding content, and learning how to customize your own YouTube channel to fit your needs and content area.

July 8-9  Digital Cameras & Photo Editing  Donna Faber—Instructor  PHOT 29401  Room 314
Students will learn the basics of digital photography: camera settings, composing photos, downloading to the computer, and editing with Photoshop. Students will need to provide their own cameras and equipment necessary to transfer photos from the camera to the computer. Any downloaded or edited photos need to be saved on student’s own storage device. *Class size limited to 15 participants*  *Additional Fee $5.00*

July 10-11  Battle of Powder River  Stan Taylor—Instructor  HSTA 29404  Room 109
On 17 March 1876, 320 soldiers of the Second and Third Calvary attacked a Cheyenne encampment on the west side of the Powder River. Components of the engagement were success and failure. The task of the class is to research the battle on day one and to fieldtrip the battlefield and the Powder River/Cheyenne retreat route on day two. An additional Powder River Battle – 1865 may be explored relative to time available.  *Additional fee of $50.00 for travel expenses & sack lunch*

July 13-14  Intro to Project-Based Learning (Common Core/IEFA)  Kim Smith—Instructor  CAPP 29415  Room 313
Project-based learning is an educational approach in which students explore real-world problems in order to acquire deeper knowledge and 21st century skills. This course will cover the major components of a project-based learning unit including driving questions, aligning to the standards (Common Core, IEFA, etc.), and creating materials that support student exploration. At the end of the course, participants will have created their own PBL unit that can be utilized in their own classroom.

July 13-14  Photo Editing w/Photoshop CS6  Donna Faber—Instructor  CAPP 29415  Room 314
This class learns fast and efficient way to download your photos and edit with Photoshop software. You will be able to erase unwanted backgrounds, edit images and eliminate red eye. Turn a photo from unusable to frame-worthy art. *Class size limited to 15 participants*

July 16-17  Art Lessons from 4 Great Masters  Donna Faber—Instructor  ARTZ 29406-1  Room 210
This course will concentrate on four art masters. Students will learn the history of each artist and complete at least one lesson for each artist. All material will be provided. *Class size limited to 15 participants*  *Additional Fee $5.00*

July 20-21  Gardening Project/Elementary Classroom  Donna Faber—Instructor  HORT 19102  Room 210
Students will complete several hands-on projects suitable for the elementary classroom. We will plant, do leaf cuttings, decorate, etc. Limited varieties of seeds and pots will be provided, so feel free to bring your own seeds and containers. *Class size limited to 15 participants*  *Additional Fee $5.00*